The State Law and Order Restoration Council
The Law Amending the Motor Vehicles Law, 1964
(The State Law and Order Restoration Council Law No. 27/89)
The 15th Waning Day of Tazaungmon, 1351 M.E.
(27th November, 1989)

The State Law and Order Restoration Council hereby enacts the following Law:-

1. This Law shall be called the Law Amending the Motor Vehicles Law, 1964.

2. In the Motor Vehicles Law, 1964:-
   (a) in Section 20 the expression "fine which may extend to kyats one hundred" shall be substituted by the expression "fine which may extend from a minimum of kyats one hundred to a maximum of kyats one thousand"; the expression "within three years" shall be substituted by the expression "within one year"; the expression "fine not less than kyats fifty and not more than kyats two hundred" shall be substituted by the expression "fine which may extend from a minimum of kyats two hundred to a maximum of kyats one thousand five hundred";
   (b) in Section 21 the expression "with imprisonment which may extend to three months or with fine which may extend to kyats two hundred or with both" shall be substituted by the expression "with imprisonment which may extend to six months or with fine which may extend to kyats five hundred or with both"; the expression "within three years" shall be substituted by the expression "within one year"; the expression "with imprisonment which may extend to six months or with fine not less than kyats two hundred and not more than kyats one thousand or with both" shall be substituted by the expression "with imprisonment which may extend to one year or with fine which may extend from a minimum of kyats five hundred to a maximum of kyats one thousand five hundred or with both";
(c) in Section 22 the expression "fine which may extend to kyats two hundred" shall be substituted by the expression "fine which may extend from a minimum of kyats two hundred to a maximum of kyats one thousand five hundred".
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